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Chapter 1: Carbon Molecular Electronics
All electronic processes in nature occur using carbon-based molecular structures; from
signal transduction in the brain all the way to photosynthesis in a leaf. Carbon Molecular
Electronics (CMEs) as a field has been the result of recent developments in the interdisciplinary
field with increasing numbers of synthetic and quantum chemists, physicists and engineers. New
analytical tools and device architectures have been designed and investigated for the exciting
realization of CMEs for photovoltaics, transistors, switches and other non-linear electronic
components [1].

1.1. Need for CMEs:
Electronic devices such as radios, the telephones and wartime developments such as radar
have been driven by the expansion of communication. These devices used crystals with semiconductive properties to provide signal amplification and to convert alternating current (AC) to
direct current (DC). Although the distances across which these communications could be carried
advanced rapidly, they were subject to frequent burn outs.
In 1915, AT&T was the first company to successfully utilize transcontinental
communications system using vacuum tubes. After World War II, the technological focus was on
using solid state devices to improve these electronics. In 1945, AT&T founded Bell Labs to enable
solid state physics researchers to work on amplifying devices. By 1947, Bell Labs created the first
transistor using a point contact device on a Germanium slab. The design was improved a year later
in 1948 with the advent of the bipolar junction. In 1954 Germanium was replaced by a cheaper
element Silicon making it feasible for researchers at Texas Instruments develop the Integrated
Circuit by 1958 [2]. The computational power of the late 50’s was stimulated by this integration
of complete circuitry (wires, transistors, resistors and capacitors and by 1961 the junction transistor
was replaced with field effect transistor (FET). This device made the semi-conducting “on-off”
1

switching mechanism faster by applying a voltage bias across a conducting channel to limit the
flow of electrons, thereby manipulating an on/off state without having to actually apply or limit
voltage to the switch itself.

a.

b.

c.

Illustration 1.1: Evolution of the transistor device (a.) transistor (b.) the biopolar junction (c.) the
field effect transistor [3].
By 1965, Intel Co-founder Gordon Moore, made a prediction that the number of transistors per
cm2 on devices would double every year for the next 10 years [4]. Today the statement known as
“Moores law” is well accepted and refers to the predicted trend that computational power per unit
area doubles every 18 months [5]. Progress in communication and computational devices was
paralleled by an unprecedented advancement in society and an estimated $3 trillion (USD) of
additional value has been added to the gross world product (GWP), plus another $9 trillion (USD)
of indirect value in the last 20 years, which can be correlated to the pace of innovation projected
by Moore’s Law (Illustration 1.2) [6]. This is worth more than the gross domestic products (GDP)
of France, Germany, Italy and the United Kingdom combined.
Advances have been made across all industries as a result of this digital processing power.
Computation has aided the development of new materials, bio-fuels and feedstock’s for plantbased chemicals. One petaflop is roughly equal to one quadrillion calculations per second and
today’s super computers are capable of using petaflops to solve some of the world’s biggest
problems.
2

Illustration 1.2: Semiconductor growth plotted with worldwide gross output by industry in USD
Billions (left axis) and semiconductor sales in USD Millions (right axis) [6].
We are now entering the final limit for these devices as their performance is increasingly
compromised by their own intrinsic properties as their size decreases. Instead of current
travelling along system components, there is more tendency for current to tunnel in
between components instead. The industry looking for ways to innovate devices by
increasing current density but reducing bulk weight.

3

Illustration 1.3: As a metal oxide–semiconductor field effect transistor (MOSFET) shrinks, the
gate dielectric (yellow) thickness approaches several atoms (0.5 nm at the 22-nm
technology node) (top) [7]. Atomic-level manufacturing variations, especially
for dopant atoms, start affecting device parameters, making each transistor
slightly different (bottom) [8].

In 1959, Richard Feynman suggested this vision:
“I don’t know how to do this on a small scale in a practical way, but I do know that
computing machines are very large; they fill rooms. Why can’t we make them very
small, make them of little wires, little elements–and by little, I mean little. For
instance, the wires should be 10 or 100 atoms in diameter, and the circuits should
be a few thousand angstroms across...there is plenty of room to make them smaller.
There is nothing that I can see in the physical laws that says the computer elements
cannot be made enormously smaller than they are now. In fact, there may be certain
advantages.” [9]
4

State-of-the-art commercial microcomputer chips today contain more than 10-50 million
switches in an area the size of a large postage stamp. A future device will have molecules
for circuitry and be about a million times denser that today’s devices. In addition to this
change in the density of computation, molecules are likely to change the nature and
applications of computation. Electrons in molecules are limited to quantum energy levels
within molecular structures and using them as devices will make computation a literal
property of matter. Building prototype molecular-scale electronic computing systems will
produce a quantum jump in computation, and revolutionize electronic computation,
molecular modeling and materials science [10].

Table 1.1: Current density of molecular wires expressed in nanoscale units compared to current
density of macroscopic copper [11].
Area cross
Device

sectional
2

(nm )
1 mm copper wire

3 x 1012

Polyphenylene wire

0.05

Carbon nanotube

3

Current Density
(electrons/nm2-sec)
2 x 106
4 x 1012
2 x 1011

Experiments done in the mid and late 1990s demonstrated individual molecules can possess
physical phenomena which previously thought to have been limited to semiconductors and
revolutionized the material science. In 1996, it was still questionable whether or not individual
molecules could actually conduct electricity but experiments performed from 1995 to 1997 [1217] determined that individual molecules can conduct and also switch small electrical currents [1823]. These pioneering works demonstrated the use and assembly of molecular scale devices using
aromatic organic molecules, nanotubes, biomolecules or nanowires (Table 1.1.).
5

1.1.1. Organic Based Molecular Electronic
The organic photovoltaic (OPV) cell [24], organic field-effect transistor (OFET) [25], and
organic light emitting diode (OLED) [26] were demonstrated in the mid-1980s and generated
interest for organic electronic devices throughout academic and industrial institutions. The
discovery that molecules can be electronic components would make all-plastic integrated circuits,
where each pixel consists of an OLED driven by an OFET [27] into a real possibility.
Controlling the molecular organization of these devices relies on using chemical design
and physical processing to facilitate long-range ordering [28] on the surface of a substrate.
Conjugated molecules have been explored for use in organic electronics and vary widely, however
conjugated discotic materials and their self-assembly have also been of interest due to their unique
liquid crystalline properties [29, 30].
Molecules forming discotic mesophases are typically made of a central rigid discotic
conjugated core substituted by flexible substituents and their liquid crystallinity originates from
the microphase segregation of these two constituents. These molecules have crystalline character
promoted by the interaction between the conjugated cores and a liquid character from the melting
of saturated alkyl chains in the mesophase [31]. Discotic molecules can organize spontaneously
into columnar superstructures that are one-dimensional, which possess self-healing properties (i.e.,
the capability of repairing structural defects upon thermal annealing in contrast to crystalline
materials). They can also be oriented by external fields. The aromatic constituents in the columnar
superstructure serve as a media for one-dimensional electron transport.
In recent years, discotic system with expanded aromatic cores has been the subject of many
research efforts [32]. It has been noted that larger aromatic cores can enhance higher
supramolecular order, columnar stability in discotic liquid crystals and improve charge-transport
property due to a more extended π-orbital overlap. Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs),
belonging to the family of discotics with an average diameter smaller than 10 nm (also called nano6

graphenes), can be regarded as two-dimensional graphene segments composed entirely of sp2
carbons. These graphene-type molecules hold advantages over other graphene materials (graphene
sheet and graphene nanoribbon) in terms of structural perfection, production scale and physical
process-ability. Synthesizing these extended PAHs involves intramolecular cyclodehydrogenation
and planarization of hyperbranched polyphenylene precursors [33].

1.1.2. Nano-carbon based electronics
Carbon occurs naturally in many forms as a component in countless substances and is one of the
most common atoms on Earth. Despite those facts, only a two materials contain nothing but
carbon: the carbon allotropes diamond and graphite. Graphite is composed of layers with sp2
bonded carbon atoms in a honeycomb arrangement and is the most common form of pure carbon.
Layers are held together weakly by Van der Waals forces which produces a small valence and
conduction band overlap of about 40 meV making graphite overall a semi-metal. The electronic
structure of graphene, an individual layer of graphite, was first discussed by P. R. Wallace in 1947
in the context of graphite [34].
Buckyballs, carbon nanotubes, and graphene are carbon nanostructures widely researched
today for their electronic properties and represent a class of nano-scale carbon allotropes. A
buckyball is created by collapsing a dimension of graphite into a hollow “soccer ball –like” sphere
of 60 carbon atoms. First discovered in 1985, it was a Nobel Prize winning material within a decade
and was the ﬁrst carbon nanomaterial to gain widespread attention. Buckyballs have many
proposed uses, such as encapsulation of reactive compounds in chemistry, isolation of quantum
systems for functional quantum bits, and in fundamental quantum experiments it is the largest one
of the largest materials that can act as both a particle and a wave.

7

Illustration 1.4: Graphite and its related nanocarbons; the buckyball, the carbon nanotube and
graphene [35].

1.1.2.1. Carbon Nanotubes (CNTs)
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) can be thought of as strip of graphene that have been rolled into
a tube. While they are only nanometers in diameter, CNTs can grow to millimeters in length and
because of the strength of the bonds in a hexagonal carbon lattice, nanotubes are one of the
strongest ﬁbers ever discovered. Additionally, CNTs can display both metallic and semiconducting
electric properties due to the extra quantum conﬁnement imposed on electrons along the
circumferential axis. CNTs can function as wires, transistors, and nonvolatile memory elements,
suggesting the possibility of nanometer scale integrated circuit design. Research groups have also
shown that crossed nanotubes can be welded together with exposure to an electron beam in the
presence of carbon impurities, thus allowing for separate nanotubes to be linked together [36].
Nanotubes have also been demonstrated as transistors which operate very similarly to conventional
FETs. Researchers are also able to produce doped n-type and p-type regions using conventional
methods [37].
8

1.1.2.2. Graphene
While graphite has been used for ages in a range of applications from lubricant to pencils,
researchers only been studying graphene since1990. For the ﬁrst decade, research was hindered
due to the diﬃculty of producing two dimensional graphene in electrically isolated environments
and without defects. In 2004, two researchers named Andre Geim and Konstantin Novoselov at
Manchester University produced high quality graphene easily through mechanical exfoliation with
scotch tape [38]. This breakthrough gave researchers access to pure graphene easily in a number
of environments desirable for experimentation. Furthermore, they found that if silicon with a 300
nanometer oxide layer was used as a substrate for the single layer graphene ﬂakes, they could be
seen as a discoloration under any optical microscope. These properties made it possible to perform
electrical and nano-mechanical experiments on graphene that began to validate the material’s
novel properties. The scotch tape method sparked widespread research on graphene in many areas
of physics and materials science, and quickly won Geim and Novoselov the Nobel Prize in Physics
in 2010.
In most conductors, the valence and conduction bands overlap, giving excited electrons
many states to occupy as they move throughout the material. This property is known almost
exclusively in a class of materials or atoms known as metals. While graphene is an excellent
conductor it is a zero-bandgap semiconductor and it is not a metal. While the valence and
conduction bands do not overlap in graphene, they touch at the Fermi level [39].

9

Figure 1.1. Single Layer Graphene (SLG) grown at UT Austin transferred to Si wafer with 300
nm oxide layer showing discoloration of SLG

Illustration 1.5. Material electronic structures and corresponding I (V) Curves [40]
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1.1.3. Asphaltene
Asphaltenes are very unfamiliar class of hydrocarbon component in crude oils [41]. Naturally
occurring hydrocarbon fluids from crude oil are compounds that span a continuum of
composition from dry natural gas to tar. Across that range, density and viscosity increase
dramatically and color changes from clear to deep brown as asphaltene content increases from 0
to nearly 20%. Certain properties of asphaltenes have been known since before the first
commercial oil wells were drilled [42]. In 1837, J.B. Boussingault defined asphaltenes as the
residue from the distillation of bitumen: insoluble in alcohol but soluble in turpentine [43]. The
definition used today is related: insoluble in n-alkanes but soluble in toluene. Asphaltenes
obtained in this way are dark colored solids with a density of about 1.2 g/cm3. They are also
infusible, meaning they have no defined melting point, but they do decompose when heated,
leaving a carbonaceous residue. As far as asphaltene structure is concerned, researchers agree
that some of the carbon and hydrogen atoms are bound in ring-like, aromatic groups, which also
contain the heteroatoms. Alkane chains and cyclic alkanes contain the rest of the carbon and
hydrogen atoms and are linked to the ring groups. Within this framework, asphaltenes exhibit a
range of molecular weight and composition. This compositional characterization is accepted by
nearly all asphaltene specialists, but leaves ample room for debate about the structure or size of
individual asphaltene molecules.

11

Illustration 1.6. X-Ray Diffraction of Asphaltene –High Aromatic Vacuum Residue (HAVR)
compared to synthetic molecule (TOPC) [44].

Asphaltene structure has been extensively studied by Chianelli et. al and found to have a
structure similar to that of the synthetic compound tetraoctyl carboxylate perylene (TOPC) [44].
X-Ray diffraction (XRD) studies performed on TOPC (shown in Illustration 1.6) differentiate
two peaks that can determine distinction between alkane chains and stacked aromatic cores.
Using these synthetic structures as a model, researchers were able to define the structure of
asphaltene before and after exposure to heat using XRD and the results show that the production
of coke is actually the self-assembly of stacked aromatic cores.

12

Chapter 2: SCANNING PROBE MICROSCOPY

Scanning probe microscopy (SPM) was developed in the 1980s to enable scientists to
investigate surfaces with atomic resolution. We can no longer “see” at distances of 275 nanometers
with visible light. After the invention of SPM, scientists could not only “see” atoms but also
manipulate them and study their properties which represented an extraordinary breakthrough in
the field of nanotechnology.

2.1. Background

In the early 1980's, Gerd Binnig and Heinrich Rohrer began investigating the possibility
of using electron tunneling to probe the surface of conductors and semiconductors [45-47]. In
1983, they succeeded in producing an image with atomic resolution of the surface of Silicon
(111). It was this image that caught the attention of the surface science world and resulted in a
Nobel Prize in 1986. The discovery led to the scanning tunneling microscopy (STM); the first
microscopic tool to observe atoms in real space. In addition to the atomic resolution, tunnel
currents could also be studied providing insight into the local density of state (LDOS) which
represent electron densities (orbitals) of atoms in materials. A brief timeline lists these events is
below:


1981: Dr. Binnig and Dr. Rohrer invent the scanning tunneling microscope (STM).



1982: Dr. Binnig and Dr. Rohrer are the first people to “see” atoms when they use an STM
to create an image of a silicon sample.



1985: Dr. Binnig, Dr. Christoph Gerber (IBM Zurich Research Center), and Dr. C. F. Quate
(Stanford University) develop the atomic force microscope (AFM).

13



1986: Dr. Binnig and Dr. Rohrer are awarded the Nobel Prize in physics for the invention
of the STM.



1987: Tom Albrecht of Stanford University is the first person to use an AFM to create
images of individual atoms.



1988: AFM becomes available commercially.

2.1.1. Scanning Tunneling Microscopy
The particle-wave dualism refers to the description of electrons as both a particle and a
wave. With the wave character of matter, particles exhibit a probability of existence at places
where classically they should not exist. One of these phenomena is the tunnel effect, which
describes the ability of an electron to tunnel through a vacuum barrier from one electrode to the
other.

Illustration 2.1: Illustration of the operating principle of STM: the overlap in wave functions at
the atomic level at a distance of z [40]

In STM bias voltage is applied between an atomically sharp conductive tip and a
conductive sample, so when the sample is approached to a few angstroms from the tip, tunneling
current occurs, that indicates proximity of the tip to the sample with very high accuracy.

14

2.1.1.1. Constant Current
In Constant Current mode (CCM) of operation the scanner keeps the current constant by
using a feedback circuit when scanning sample surface. Any vertical displacement of the scanner
(feedback signal) is a reflection of the surface topography. STM can give true atomic resolution
on some samples at ambient conditions but can only be applied to conductive samples or thin
nonconductive films on conductive substrates [48]. The speed of scanning in CCM is restricted by
the feedback system. The tunnel currents recorded during the measurement are from 0.03 nA all
the way down to 0.01 nA, so it is possible to investigate low conductivity surfaces, such as
biological objects. STM images are determined by the surface topography, the density of states,
bias voltage, and current value [48].

Illustration 2.2: Constant Current Mode where z is height and I is current [49]

15

Figure 2.1. Highly ordered pyrolytic graphite in constant current mode showing the lattice vector
of ~2.45 angstroms taken at UTEP (0.05 nA Bias and 0.101 nA current)

2.1.1.2. Constant Height
In Constant Height mode (CHM) the STM scanner operates the tip only in one plane, so
that current between the tip and the sample surface visualizes the samples discontinuity. This mode
does not adjust for the sample height so a higher scan speed can be used. However, this means that
CHM should only be applied to a very flat surface as any surface roughness greater than 5-10 Å
will cause the tip to crash. The weak feedback is still required to maintain a constant average tipsample distance.
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Illustration 2.3. Constant height mode where z is height and I is current [50].

Figure 2.2. Highly ordered pyrolytic graphite in Constant Height Mode taken at UTEP (0.05
Bias and 0.101 nA current) showing A atoms within the stacked graphite plane.
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Illustration 2.4. Highly ordered pyrolytic graphite illustrated to show the lattice vector of 2.56
angstroms, the interlayer distance of 3.35 angstroms and the unit cell between A
B atoms of 1.42 angstroms [51]

2.1.1.3. Scanning Tunneling current-voltage Spectroscopy
During Scanning Tunneling Spectroscopy (STS) a topographic image is acquired at a fixed
current (I0) and Voltage (V0) and a series of points in the image feedback loop are interrupted and
the bias voltage is set to a series of voltages (in these experiments +1 and -1) and the tunneling
current ( I ) is recorded. The voltage is then returned to V0 and the feedback loop is turned back
on. Each current-voltage spectra can be acquired in a few milliseconds to minimize drift in the tip
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position. This procedure generates a complete current image [Ii (x,y)] at each voltage [Vi] in
addition to the topographic image [z (x,y)|V0 I0 ].

Illustration 2.5. Scanning Tunneling current-voltage Spectroscopy where H is height and I is
scanning current [52].
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Figure 2.3. Cleaved HOPG surface (top right) for current-voltage measurements (bottom right)
and Scanning Tunneling Spectroscopy experimental set-up cycling through ten points on the
HOPG in constant current mode (left).

2.1.2. Atomic Force Microscope
The major disadvantage of the STM is that only conductive samples or conductive layers
can be investigated. After developing the STM with success, Binnig guessed that a macroscopic
cantilever provided with a nanometer sharp tip can be bent to a sufficiently large amount to be
measured by the common capacities when interacting with sample surfaces through atomic forces
[53].
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Illustration 2.6. The first AFM designed (left) [54] and the invention of the cantilever reflected
laser [55].
As the tip scans a surface, inter-atomic forces between the tip and the sample surface induce
displacement of the tip and corresponding bending of the cantilever. While bending was sufficient
to measure this displacement, an improvement was made by adding a laser reflecting off the
cantilever into a photodiode [55]. The output of this data is provided to a computer for processing
and provides a topographical image of the surface with atomic resolution in 3-D.
Cantilevers are not just bent by direct contact but also interact with forces such as van der
Waals, magnetic, electric and so on and because SPM can interact with these properties, there are
a wide variety of SPM modes that can manipulate and analyze electromagnetic properties of
materials at the atomic scale.
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Figure 2.4. Optical Microscope Image of Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) experiments on
HOPG with sample
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Chapter 3. CONSEQUENCE OF OXIDATION METHOD ON LARGE AND
SMALL GRAPHITE PRECIRSOR DURING SYNTHESIS OF GRAPHENE
OXIDE

3.1. Introduction
Graphite oxide can be converted to single layer graphene oxide (GO) in polar solutions
due to oxygen functional groups creating an electronegative repulsion. Consequently, it is
desirable to improve the oxidation of graphite but without doing so at the expense of the carbon
sp2 hybridized structure. Graphene [56,57,58] is a promising material with extraordinary
mechanical, electronic, magnetic and optical properties [59-67] that is anticipated to impact
semiconductor and composite industries for a variety of applications in energy [68 -70].
However, differences between lateral and vertical dimensionalities of graphene define also
differences in electronic performance for applications which impact the commercialization of
graphene.
Graphite oxide is a widely used precursor for the bulk synthesis of GO which is then
prepared into graphene either by a chemical or a thermal reduction route [71] due to the ease of
preparation and low-cost. Chemical and thermal reduction can impart damage to the graphene
basal planes and disrupt the carbon sp2 hybridized structure depending on the reactivity of GO
[72]. Zhao et al. previously studied the reduction of GO papers prepared via vacuum filtration
using hydrazine, thermal annealing under Ar/H2, and the combination of the two methods and
found the latter to be most effective at restoring conductivity [73]. However, one of the
disadvantages to hydrazine aside from its toxicity [74] is that it renders reduced GO insoluble
[75] and difficult to apply to substrates. In addition, Su et al. found that during thermal
annealing, ultra large GO sheets break into small domains [76]. Zhang et. al. measured the
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conductivity of GO papers reduced using l-ascorbic acid (L-AA) and found them to be
comparable to papers reduced by hydrazine. The results demonstrate an inexpensive and
effective method for restoring conjugation without using high temperature thermal annealing
[77] that is an environmentally friendly alternative without the need for surfactants to stabilize
the resulting rGO dispersion.
Identifying and quantifying the various functional groups present in GO is complex task
and to date there is still much debate about the structure of GO [78].Owing to the number of
variables involved with synthesizing chemically derived graphene such as parent graphite,
oxidation paths, chemical exfoliation methods and reduction methods, researchers have
previously sought to understand the impacts on the resulting reduced GO devices. Various
factors which would affect the size of GO sheets, such as post-treatment of parent graphite [79],
oxidation conditions [80-82] pH value [83] and controlled centrifugation [84] have been
explored. Chen et. al previously studied the impact parent graphites have on subsequent GOs
with five different commercially sourced graphites using the Staudenmaier oxidation method
[85]. They concluded that the properties of the parent graphite significantly influenced the
properties of thermally reduced corresponding GO but did not explore further oxidation methods
for comparison to the Staudenmaier oxidation method which produces GO that is relatively
substochiometric. Qi et al. studied the effect GO flake size had on electrical resistance by
preparing GO from a parent graphite of 200 µm and controlled flake size through various
ultrasonication times [86]. Unavoidable fracturing of GO sheets during the oxidation and
exfoliation processes results in GO sheets with smaller area than parent graphite and the
consequently increasing inter-sheet contact resistance in conductive thin films due to a larger
amount of inter-sheet junctions [87]. If the sp2 conjugated carbon network is only partially
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recovered, charge transport is less efficient through the atomically thin plane. As a result of all
these reported properties, controlling the size of GO sheets essential for improving the
performance of rGO devices. Synthesis of ultra large GO sheets was found to be controllable by
modifying the oxidation/exfoliation [88, 89]. The results demonstrated higher degrees of
oxidation and exfoliation after prolonged and more vigorous synthesis. However, researchers
compared GOs after various reaction times or after increasing oxidant while consecutively
sampling and the reaction took place using the same oxidation method (Hummers) throughout
each of these experiments. Rodriguez-Pastor et. al. compared the structure of GO produced
using the same parent graphite and found GO synthesized from Hummers method has significant
amounts of oxidative debris compared to GO synthesized with Brodies method. The combination
of KMnO4/H2SO4 cuts the basal planes leaving formed edges with carbonyl groups [90] and
results in either large-single sheets, or small (humic) and very small (fulvic) entities oxidized at
the edges. However they determined this cutting mechanism optimizes the exfoliation into single
sheets and found the combination of KMnO4/H2SO4 to be more successful than KClO3/ HNO3 at
producing single layers [91]. C. Shi et al. prepared GO from Marcano–Tour's improved method
and Hummers method to determine how the procedures and reagents affected the structure of GO
and rGO nanosheets produced after reduction with sodium borohydride [92]. They found that the
addition of water during oxidation significantly influenced the resulting oxidation effects and the
quality of GO produced from improved method was enhanced when ice was used instead of
water in during oxidation. The study concluded that rGO prepared from Marcano–Tour's
improved method was successful in producing rGO with less defects but this did not consider
more than once size or source of parent graphite either.
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Recently, Chowdhury et al. systematically studied the role of graphite precursor and NaNO3 in
GO produced from Hummers method utilizing various graphite sources and sizes (20, 40,
150µm) and found NaNO3 reduced crystallite sizes of GO sheets due to higher oxidation in the
basal plane [93]. The results suggested a potential way to use Hummers method and preserve the
lateral dimensions of the parent graphite as GOs synthesized. In this work, we revisit MercadoTours study using Hummers method without NaNO3 and with large and small commercial
sources of graphite to investigate resulting GO and subsequent reactivity to L-AA.

Table 3.1. Summary of synthetic methods referenced and used in this work for comparison.
Reagents added to 3 grams of graphite.

Method

Product

NaNO3 (g)

H2SO
4 (ml)

KMnO
4 (g)

H3PO4
(ml)

Hummers'
method [99]

HGO

1.5

69

9

/

Reacted for > 1 hr at 35C, quenched
in water

Hummers'
method [99]

HGO+

1.5

69

18

/

Reacted for ~20 hrs at 35ºC,
quenched over ice

Improved
method [99]

IGO

/

360

18

40

12 hrs at 50ºC, quenched over ice

Hummers
method [93]

HGO

/

69

9

/

Reacted for 2 hours at 35ºC,
quenched over ice
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Reaction conditions

3.2. Experimental

Illustration 3.1: Experimental overview of Graphene Oxide synthesis (left) and reduction
(right).
3.2.1. Materials and Methods

3.2.1.1. Synthesis of GO
Bulk graphite (Sigma Aldrich Cat# 332461, Lot: MKBK4082V) sieved (420µm, U.S.
Standard Sieve Series No. 4, Humboldt, Chicago) and collected and SP-1 Carbon (Bay Carbon)
was purchased and used. Table 1 outlines differentiators in oxidation protocols used herein and
relates them to previous works. Both IGO and HGO were washed with HCl and De-Ionized
water until sulfate free. To summarize results we have labeled samples of GO and rGO samples
by their respective oxidation and parent graphite size and source, i.e. I3, I4, refers to IGO-30 and
IGO-450 respectively.
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3.2.1.2. Reduction of GOs
GOs were reduced in a method using L-AA reduction described elsewhere [98]. Briefly,
0.1 mg/ml solutions of GO were prepared by sonicating graphite oxide in De-Ionized water for 60
minutes and adjusted to a pH of 9 using % 25 wt. aqueous ammonia. L-Ascorbic Acid (Sigma
Aldrich) was added to solutions to a final concentration of 2 mM. Solutions were reacted at 95ºC
for 15 minutes and then recovered by vacuum filtration, rinsed thoroughly with De-Ionized water
and dried overnight. Solutions were recovered by vacuum filtration, rinsed thoroughly with DeIonized water and dried overnight. For the remainder of the article rI4 would refer to reduced IGO450.

3.2.2. Characterization
Fourier Transform Infrared (PerkinElmer, Spectrum-100) was performed using on samples
of graphite oxide and reduced graphene oxide that had been vacuum dried at 60ᵒC for 24 hrs.
Thermal Gravimetric Analysis (Mettler Toledo, TGA/DSC) was performed using a heating rate of
10 °C/min from 25°C -800°C. All samples were measured in Alumina crucibles with a volume of
0.7 µl under Argon. Raman (WITec, alpha 300R) measurements were performed using a laser
excitation was 532 nm (Nd:YAG). Atomic Force Microscopy (NT-MDT, Ntegra,) was performed
in Tapping Mode on samples applied to mica disks (Ted Pella) by drop coating (0.005mg/ml) and
drying overnight. X-Ray Diffraction (SIEMENS D5000 X-Ray Diffractometer XRD) was taken
of GO papers using a Cu Kα (λ = 0.154443 nm) with start angles of 5 degrees and stop angles of
50 degrees. Hall probe (Ecopia, HMS-300) measurements were performed on rGO papers prepared
by vacuum filtration on 0.1µm cellulose ester membranes (Sterlitech) and dried at 80ºC overnight.
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3.3. Results and Discussion
3.3.1. Characterization
3.3.1.1. GOs
We compared results from Thermal Gravimetric Analysis (TGA) and Fourier Transform
Infrared (FTIR) to investigate oxygen functionalities present in graphene oxide samples
recovered after oxidation and purification. According to results from FTIR (Fig. 3. 1.A), all the
samples reveal the presence of hydroxyl group OH stretches at 3000 cm-1, carboxyl C=O
stretching at 1740 cm-1, vibrations from aromatic sp2 C=C stretching at 1400 cm-1 and ether CO-C stretching vibrations at 1240 cm-1 in. I3 and H3 have additional 1650 cm-1 peaks which
signify additional hydrogen bonds between carboxyl groups.
TGA analysis shown in Figure. 3.1. B. are summarized in Table 3.2. as mass loss
between 150ºC-400ºC to estimate oxygen functionality [98] derived from equation (1.) using
methods previously described by authors [93] and indicated the degree of oxygen
functionalization was I4 > H4 > H3 > I3.
Mass % = [(Mass%400C-Mass%150C)*100]/( Mass%150C)

(1)

Epoxy and hydroxyl functional groups resulting from oxidation of the basal plane have lower
mass compared to carboxylic groups functional groups on GO edges that have higher mass.
Moreover, this is not really and interpretation for the degree of oxygen but an estimate intended
to disregard the water content. Above 700ºC, I3 rapidly loses weight approaching 0% wt. while
H3 remains above 15% wt. respectively. I4 has more than 20% wt. and H4 has ~40% remaining
mass signifying the stability of the carbon structure is largely influenced by graphite size while
water interlamellar intercalation could be a consequence of oxidation and functional groups that
are less stable.
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Figure 3.1. Fourier Transform Infrared spectroscopy of graphene oxides (A) and Thermal
Gravimetric Analysis (B) of graphene oxides.

X-Ray diffraction patterns (XRD) in Figure. 3.2 taken of GO papers illustrate differences in
interlayer spacing as well as GO crystalline size. Interlayer spacing distance is further
summarized in Table 3.3. show d is above <0.7 nm for all samples due to oxygen groups
observed with FTIR and water intercalation.
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Figure 3.2. X-Ray Diffraction patterns of graphene oxide papers (left) digital image of graphene
oxide papers (right).

I3 and H3 have less mass loss but more inter-lameller spacing than I4 and H4 but that are a
possible result of hydrogen bonding between edge smaller sheets and edge carboxyl groups. H4
had identical d spacing to H3 and a very similar mass loss between 150-400ºC compared to I4
and I3 which showed a noticeable difference in mass loss and interlayer spacing. H4 is the only
sample to have a peak remaining from the 002 plane of its parent graphite (Figure 3.2.). The pH
of each solution (0.1 mg/ml) was taken before neutralization and addition of the reducing agent
and appears to show no correlation to either interlayer spacing or oxygen content. However,
HGOs are lower in pH than the resulting IGO samples and Hummers method has been reported
to produce oxidative debris such as humic and fulvic acid [91] and could explain such
similarities in d spacing and oxygen mass loss between H3 and H4 samples when compared to
I3 and I4 samples, despite the differences in parent graphite size.
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Table 3.2. pH of GO solution (0.1mg/ml) and TGA data.
Mass loss 150ºC - 400ºC

Sample

pH

I3

2.95

H3

2.86

I4

3.30

30.8
34.7
36.7

35.5
H4
3.00
The Scherr equation was used to estimate the number of layers of graphite precursor to the
corresponding GO crystallites [93]. We fit the full width at half peak maxima (FWHM) using
Lorentzian fitting to determine (002) and (100) peaks and utilized these measurements for the
determination of Lc and La using Scherrer formula [94-96]. Table 3.3 summarizes the 2 theta
maxima, fwhm, Lc, d, and La data for the graphite precursors and GO samples.
Table 3.3. 2 theta maxima, fwhm, Lc, d, and La from X- Ray Diffraction measurements.
FHWM
(º)002

Lc
(nm)

FHWM
(º)100

La
(nm)

Sample

2ϴ

d
(Å)

G3

27.04

3.29

0.64

12.82

2.60

6.74

I3

11.33

7.80

0.93

8.52

4.68

3.71

H3

11.43

7.73

1.33

6.02

6.33

2.76

G4

27.21

3.27

0.45

18.36

0.71

24.59

I4

11.55

7.65

2.60

3.07

4.16

4.19

H4

11.43

7.73

0.63

12.66

1.24

14.06
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Figure 3.3. Lorentzian fitting of (002) and (100) peaks from X- Ray Diffraction of synthesized
Graphene Oxides

AFM images and height profiles show GO thicknesses between 1.4 nm and 1.5 nm indicating
single layers were obtained. H4 and I4 show flakes that are in the range of several microns while
I3 and H3 show flakes that range from several hundred nanometers.
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Figure 3.4. AFM images of H3 (a-b) and I3(c-d)
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Figure 3.5. AFM images of H4 (a-b) and I4 (c-d)

3.3.1.2. rGOs
FTIR results from samples recovered after the reduction (Fig. 3.6.A.) show the remaining
presence of hydroxyl group OH stretches and ether C-O-C stretching vibrations in the IGO
samples. TGA data (Fig. 3.6. B.) from these samples show the order of mass loss was rH4 < rI4
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< rI3 < rH3 at temperatures above 700ºC, indicating that carbon size dominated carbon structure
and stability of resulting reduced products instead of the oxidation. It appears that rH3 has the
least amount of residual water, the most stable oxygen groups but the least stable carbon skeleton
compared to rI3. This observation could indicate that the quantity of stable the oxygen
functionalities present in the GO can determine the amount of damage is done to the remaining
sp2 hybridized carbon structure during reduction. Most likely this order of mass loss correlates to
more carboxyl edge groups in H3 and in I3 and demonstrates when using a smaller parent
crystalline graphite size, the advantage of phosphate groups stabilizing basal plane oxidation and
subsequent reactivity is more pronounced while the effects are less pronounced when using a
larger parent crystalline graphite size.

Figure 3.6. FTIR (A) and TGA (B) results from first reduction
Raman spectra of reduced graphene oxide papers are shown in Figure. 3.7. Peaks shown at 1350
cm-1 and 1595 cm-1 respectively are consistent with the D (sp3 hybridized carbon) and G (sp2
hybridized carbon) band. Higher ID/IG ratios indicate that more sp3 hybridized carbon domains
are present [88] ad lower ratios indicate more sp2 hybridized carbon. ID/IG ratios were determined
to be 1.14, 1.13, 0.95, 0.66 for rH3, rI3, rI4 and rH4 respectively. The I D/IG ratio for rI3 is lower
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than rH3 which is consistent with previous findings [92] [96], but only slightly despite mor

Figure 3.7. Raman Spectra (A) of rGO papers and SEM (B).

extensive oxidation. In contrast, when using a larger parent graphite there is a more pronounced
difference between oxidation protocols and it can be seen here that Mercano-Tours effective
oxidation protocol has compromised the sp2 hybridized structure in rI4 by while rH4 has the
presence of a 2D peak and a very narrow G peak showing it retains graphitic structure and
symmetry.

3.3.2. rGO paper performance
Although rI4 and rH4 were synthesized from the same parent graphite and reduced under
identical conditions, Hall probe experiments summarized in Table 3.4. show rH4 exhibits a
conductivity two orders of magnitude higher than rI4. Interestingly rI4 had a conductivity
extremely similar to rI3 despite the different parent graphite and subsequent GOs shown from the
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TGA, suggesting that the oxidized regions evidenced from FTIR have more influence on
restoring conductivity than areas of ordered conjugated sp 2 carbon.
Table 3.4. Comparison of rGOs produced from different methods in comparison to literature
Ref

Sample

Reducing agent

Conductivity
(S/cm)

#99
#99
#99
Present work

HGO
HGO+
IGO
rI4

Hydrazine
Hydrazine
Hydrazine
+
L-AA, NH4 , 95C-15min

0.05
0.05
0.1
0.51

Present work

rH4

L-AA, NH4+, 95C-15min

52.6

Present work

rI3

L-AA, NH4+, 95C-15min

0.53

Present work

rH3

L-AA, NH4+, 95C-15min

16.7

#98

rGO-V4

L-AA, NH4+, 95C-15min

77

300ºC anneal
in Ar/H

900ºC anneal
in Ar/H

2.1
6.8
3.5

375
350
400

Raman indicates that rI4 and rI3 have little difference between them compared to rH3 and
rH4 samples and confirms the similarities in structure despite graphite source and respective GO
characteristics. Papers produced with rH4 exhibits ~ 3:1 increase in conductivity in comparison
to rH3 papers due to larger flake size and less inter-sheet contact resistance, consistent with
results previously reported [73]. GO monolayers produced from the improved oxidation method
and reduced with hydrazine vapor were about twice as conductive (∼ 10 S/m) as reduced GO
made using hummers method. However the authors of the study also found it was not sufficient
to achieve high conductivities without annealing, which eliminates most of the differences in
structure and composition between samples. As a result, it was difficult to conclude whether or
not hydrazine reduced IGO flakes are indeed more conductive than HGO counterparts [99]. It
has previously been shown that L-AA reduction imparts less disorder than rGO prepared from
hydrazine [100] largely due to surface adsorbates that stabilize L-AA reduced GO in solution.
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Our first reduction reaction was 15 minutes with the aims of minimizing these adsorbates but
they may be responsible for functionalizing IGO samples and could explain similarities in
conductivities. However, since all the samples can be considered reactive with these adsorbates,
the results can be used to understand what influence GO reactivity has on subsequent reduced
structure. We carefully controlled the sonication time (3hrs) when preparing GO sheets in
solution to minimize sheet size reduction [86] and consequent oxidation. We chose not to reduce
the samples further either chemically or thermally so as to appreciate fully the intrinsic properties
of sp2 hybridization of carbon that are present before and after chemical reduction. While the
samples were not further reduced, rH4 samples were more conductive than samples reduced
using hydrazine [100],[89] metal acid [101],[102] or metal alkali [103] and other organic
compounds [104-106]. All the samples from the first reduction were as conductive or more
conductive than previous accounts of GO reduced by Sodium Borohydride [107-109] so we
found that our methods were capable of providing data that would demonstrate the qualities of
the oxidation and reduction with respect to graphite source and size. Overall, when using L-AA
as a reducing agent in solution, these results show extensive oxidation in Marcano–Tour's
method makes reduction more difficult which has been previously reported [92].

3.4. Conclusion
Our findings reveal that extensive oxidation results in GO products similar in
functionality that are less influenced by the graphite source or starting size. If the oxidation
protocol is less aggressive products are largely dominated by graphite source and size
consequently determines reactivity during reduction. When restoring electrical conductivity, this
work illustrates the importance of investigating not only the size and starting graphite but also
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the importance of comparing oxidation protocols. It is important to prepare well oxidized
graphite oxide as a starting material when using GO in solution but care must be taken not to
produce a more reactive GO that will be harder to reduce and restore to a conjugated state.
While there is progress in graphene research and application, it commercialization is still
in the developing stages. Understanding the influence oxidation and parent graphite have on
synthetic chemical methods is important to understand for reducing, functionalizing and
producing high quality graphene. These results can aid in the development of materials used in
transparent conductive layers for solar cells, transparent electrodes, coatings, sensors and other
nano-electronic devices from low cost chemically derived graphene. This work can be useful for
material scientists and aid synthetic chemists that are interested in the role graphite source and
oxidation path have on determining the quality of resulting reduced graphene. It can further
demonstrate the importance of carefully selecting and controlling synthetic methods when
producing large amounts of graphene oxide in solution from graphite oxide.
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Chapter 4: TRANSITION METAL DOPED GRAPHENE FROM
PETROPORPHYRINS

4.1. Background
The electronic and magnetic properties of graphene can be modified through combined
transition-metal (TM) and nitrogen decoration of vacancies. Additional modes of
functionalization that are currently being explored for a wide range of applications in
nanoelectronics [108-110], spintronics [111] and electrocatalysts [112,113].

Illustration 4.1. (a) Atomic structure of porphyrin-like functionalized graphene. The central
metal atom is coordinated to four nitrogen atoms, forming the porphyrin ring
that is embedded in a graphene matrix. (b) Comparison of density of states
projected onto the d orbitals of the Fe atom located at the center of the
porphyrin ring and the Fe surface atom in Fe (111) face center cubic surface
[112].
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Researchers previously discovered that TMs bind to graphene strongly in a four nitrogen
configuration [115]. The stability in the presence of the defects associated with TMs can be
attributed to the reduced electrostatic repulsion between nitrogen lone-pair electrons due to the
hybridization between N and TM. Results from DTF studies have predicted these types of
structures to be particularly promising candidates for graphene-based ferromagnets, which could
find applications in nanoelectronics and nanomagnetism.

Illustration 4.2. (a) TM-adsorbed N-doped graphene, (b) TM−N3 defect, (c) TM−N2 defect, and
(d) TM−N4 defect configurations. Gray, carbon; blue, nitrogen; brown, cobalt
or iron [115]

Graphene-type molecules, typically large polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), have gained
enormous interest because of their unique self-organization behavior and promising electronic
properties for applications in organic electronics [116]. Asphaltene is a part of crude oils that
contain a large number of structures, in specific high molecular weight bonded PAH components
with hetero-atoms. Asphaltene appears brown or black in color, and the melting point differs
with oil geographical sources [117]. The definition today is similar; it is insoluble in n-alkanes,
such as n-pentane or n-heptane, and soluble in toluene [118]. Asphaltene extracted using n42

pentane known as C5-Asphaltene and with n-heptane known as C7-Asphaltenes. The amount,
chemical composition, and molar mass distribution of the Asphaltene “solubility class” vary
significantly with the source of the crude oil and with the method of precipitation [119-123].

(a)

(b)

Illustration 4.3. Asphaltene extracted by (a) n-pentane (b) n-heptane

Several metals (e.g., Ni, V, Fe, Al, Na, Ca, and Mg) shown to accumulate in the asphaltenes
fraction of crude oil, typically in concentrations less than 1 % w/w [124-126].
Vanadium and nickel, the most abundant of the trace metals, present mainly as chelated
porphyrin compounds, and they linked to catalyst poisoning during upgrading of heavy oils
[127,128]. The concentrations of other trace metals not bound in porphyrin structures (e.g., Fe,
Al, Na, Ca, and Mg) indicated to change in deposits as a function of well depth [129], and
amongst sub fractions of asphaltene.
The Army Research Laboratory and Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
(DARPA) funded a four year study to modify graphene and produced an entirely new material
spun out of boron, nitrogen, carbon, and oxygen that shows evidence of much sought-after
thermal properties as well as magnetic, optical, and electrical properties. It shows potential for
doped graphene in applications ranging from 20-megapixel arrays for cellphone cameras, photo
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detectors or atomically thin transistors that when multiplied by the billions could fuel computers
[131].

(a.)

(b.)

Illustration 4.4. An artistic rendering of novel magnetism in 2D-BNCO sheets (a.)[130] and
schematic illustration for preparation of iron- and molybdenum- containing
nanoparticles dispersed on nitrogen-doped graphene (b) [132].
Herein, we explore the potential to dope graphene with TMs as an alternative to exfoliated,
chemical derived [132] and high energy e-beam based methods by using n-alkane extracted
asphaltenes.

4.2. Experimental Methods
4.2.1. Materials and methods
4.2.1.1. Asphaltene extraction:
Asphaltene materials were extracted from crude using different n-alkanes and dissolved in
toluene for deposition. Asphaltene/toluene (1 mg/ml) solutions were then deposited using drop
coating and later spin coating (500 rpm and 1000 rpm for 60 sec) onto previously prepared copper
foil.
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4.2.1.2. Annealing:
A 4” tube furnace was used to anneal the material under a reducing environment (H2).
The system was equipped with a turbo pump with a direct line-of-sight to the sample substrate
allowing base pressures below 10-8 Torr. To reach high vacuum, not only is a turbo pump used
and all the flanges on the high vacuum side of the system are conflat flanges; capable of
achieving ultra-high vacuum (UHV). Reaching lower background pressures allows the removal
of undesired residual gasses like water and oxygen from the system before growth which can
etch graphene at high temperature. The turbo pump also allows the system to reach pressures low
enough (below 10-5 Torr) to use a residual gas analyzer (RGA). In a typical growth, the sample
was loaded into the furnace and allowed to pump down using the turbo pump for two hours prior
to heating and gas flow.

Illustration 4.5. CVD set-up at the J.J. Pickle Research Center Austin, TX
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Table 4.1. Experimental conditions and parameters and (above) figure of furnace used in
experiment
Experiment

Temperature [ᵒC]

Time

Material

Deposition

Gas

SC - Spin coated

[min]

DC- Drop coated

A

1050

5

Synthetic, C7,C9

SC

*H (10ccm)

B

1050

5

C7

DC

H (10ccm)

C

1050

5

Synthetic

DC

H (10ccm)

*heated to 900C for 30 min in air and then ramped to 1050C under 10ccm H
4.1.2. Characterization
Raman was taken using Witec Alpha 300 micro-Raman confocal microscope after
graphene had been transferred to SiO2/Si wafers. Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) Images
were take using a FEI Quanta 650 SEM equipped with Bruker EDX system for chemical
analysis. Optical Microscope images of asphaltenes were taken on copper foils before and after
growth. Transfers were performed by spin coating polymer, dissolving copper foil and
transferring graphene to SiO2/Si wafers. Zeiss Axiovert 100A Light Microscope was used to
take images of asphaltenes before and after growth.
4.3. Results
4.3.1. Raman:
Conditions for graphene growth were applied for all experiments except for experiment A
when hydrogen was shut off for a period of 30 minutes while temperatures ramped to 1050C.
During that time the samples were being annealed in air. The resulting averaged Raman from all
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experiments show heavy carbonization and some graphitization of the solid carbon source. We
were able to find metals in more than one sample of the post growth C7 asphaltene but when
hydrogen was used for the entire annealing and growth process, we found that metals
disappeared and that the Raman from Figure 4.1. indicates mostly carbon with some
graphitization. Only experiment A exhibited the ratio of 2D to G and D peaks that would indicate
the presence of quality graphene rather than sp2 hybridized carbon.

Figure 4.1. Raman summary for experiments
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4.3.2. SEM/EDX:
Metals identified in post growth samples from experiment set A and B included Al, Fe,
Zr and adatoms included sulfur. EDX analysis was taken of the copper foil before any etching in
Figure 4.2. and foil which had been sonicated in acetone before applying asphaltenes shows no
metals or adatoms present before growth indicating that metals and adatoms indeed came from
asphaltene samples. After growth, Experiment A EDX shows the presence of Aluminum and
Iron.

Figure 4.2. EDX analysis (top left) of copper foil sonicated in acetone before application of solid
carbon source with corresponding SEM image (top right) EDX elemental analysis
respectively (bottom left) from SEM section (bottom right) from C7 in Experiment
A
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Figure 4.3. SEM images of C7 asphaltene on copper foil before (a,b) and after (c,d,) growth

Experiment B indicated the presence of TMs Iron and Zirconium before growth but Iron
disappears after growth conditions.
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Figure 4.4. EDX (left) and SEM from Experiment B after drop coating (top) and after growth
(bottom)

To further study asphaltene adatoms, we took EDX of a synthetic asphaltene containing
no metals. Figure 9 shows synthetic asphaltene contained no metals or adatoms after being
deposited. Needless to say from data in Figure 4.4. we found no TM or adatoms present after
growth.
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Figure 4.5. EDX (left) from pregrowth drop coated synthetic asphaltene in Experiment C (right)

4.3.3. Optical Microscope:
Pictures taken using OM show copper coated with C7 asphaltenes before and after
growth. There are clustered discotic structures before growth and curiously there are areas after
growth that show clearly more than a few layers graphitized. There are areas that can be seen
where copper can be seen as clear orange from underneath sheets of graphitized carbon in Figure
4.6 (c) and (d).
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Figure 4.6. Optical microscope images of C7 asphaltene on copper foil from experiment A
before (a,b) and after growth (c,d)
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Figure 4.7. Experiment A transferred to SiO2/Si wafer with rips and wrinkles.

4.4. Conclusion

Transition metal (TM) adatoms and graphene have recently been a topic of great interest.
They are expected to induce novel magnetic and superconducting behavior. There have been
extensive theoretical studies because of these interesting properties but the experimental
exploration of TM/graphene systems is very limited. Graphene with Boron and Nitrogen (BCN)
is a sought after material due to the fact that graphene has no band gap. Graphene in its single
crystal form is a conductor, not a semi-conductor, so while it has amazing properties sought after
by so many researchers, it has yet to make a significant impact on electronic industries for this
reason.
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BCN is currently being researched because it can be introduced by vapor. In contrast, TMs
cannot be introduced by vapor. Even if they could be introduced at high temperatures, it has been
determined that they would not be stable in an in-plan configuration due to the high differences in
energy between TMs and carbon. Boron and Nitrogen both neighbor carbon on the periodic table
and do not have a large differences in electron structure. Our carbon source generated from waste
crude oils is unsuitable for hydrocracking because of the presence of TMs. We were able to utilize
that waste as a valuable source of metalloporphyrins for placing TMs directly inside the graphene
lattice.
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Chapter 5. METALLIC QUANTUM WIRES FROM ASPHALTENE.
5.1. Introduction
The process

of surface-assisted cyclodehydrogenation of polycyclic aromatic

hydrocarbons (PAHs) recent years has been one of the most eﬀective, versatile, and ﬂexible
strategies for the bottom-up synthesis of small graphene ﬂakes (nanographene), and nanoribbons
[133-135].
The electrical properties of p- and n-type discotic liquid crystal have been studied after
doping them with a small concentration of electron acceptor or donor and found to behave as
molecular wires or quasi 1-D wires [136]. Suen et al. synthesized carbon nanofibers with a 66nm
diameter from coronene using low temperature vacuum sublimation without using catalysts. The
found that the molecule self-assembled into columnar aggregates and showed much better thermal
stability than commercial carbon nanotubes [137]. De Luca et. al. used solvent vapor annealing to
control the self-assembly of different PAHs after spin-coating and drop-casting onto substrates.
They found that the SVA approach was capable of mass transporting molecules over distances
hundreds of microns leaving behind crystallites reorganized into nano-fibers, needles and domes
[138].
Park et. al. studied the formation mechanism of these wires when casted from toluene and
benzene solutions. Atomic force microscopy revealed that the discotics spontaneously form very
long and thin wires and self-align along a common orientation. They also found that chemical
structure of the solvent appears to have a key role, coupling to the liquid crystal self-assembly.
However, other aspects of the assembly such the rate of solvent evaporation, and the nature of the
substrate can favor or interfere with the self-assembly into long structures. They found the use of
solvents with aromatic structure advantageous because it affects the geometry of the assembly and
promotes long wire formation, but it is also compatible with good quality of the intermolecular
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order and the electrical properties of ordered systems show a clearly higher electrical conductivity
compared to the disorganized aggregates [139].

5.2. Experimental
5.2.1. DLCs
Mesophase DLC pitch was extracted from Crude oil (Mayan) by n-alkane (1:40 v/v). The
solution was mixed for 24 hours and filtered (Whatman 40). It was dissolved in toluene and filtered
again and the solutions was collected and evaporated. 100mg of sample was heated to 500C for 10
minutes in a flask using Schlenk technique and kept under vacuum. We designate A166 as the
precursor DLC and A166-HT-10V as the heat treated DLC.
5.2.2. Characterization
Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) was taken of samples in KBr pellets (Thermo
Scientific). X-Ray Diffraction was taken from 10-60ᵒ using Cu Kα λ=0.154 nm at a 0.01 scan step
(Bruker). Optical Microscope images was taken of solutions on SiO2/Si and SEM was taken of
powder (Olympus). Scanning Probe Microscopy /Scanning Tunneling Spectroscopy was
performed on Highly Ordered Pyrolytic Graphite substrates by drop casting solutions (0.05mg/ml)
from chlorobenzene. (NT-MDT). Each sample was applied three times independently and
measurements were taken of across a line one micron in length with 10 points and cycled for 5
five minutes to ensure a stable scan.

5.2.3. Density Functional Theory Modeling
Our Density Functional Theory (DFT) simulations were carried out using modules
available in Materials Studio v. 7.0, distributed by BIOVIA. The proposed structure was built
imbedded within an otherwise empty simple cubic cell of lattice parameter 30 Å (in order to
approximate a molecular model when using periodic DFT algorithms). The structure geometry
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was as an initial approximation optimized using a Forcite force field minimization with a universal
force field. The structure's geometry was then further optimized via a DFT method (CASTEP),
using a Generalized Gradient Approximation (GGA) with a WC functional (Wu and Cohen, 2006).
The electronic Hamiltonian used an energy cutoff of 240.0 eV, a Self-Consistent Field (SCF)
tolerance of 2.0 x 10-6 eV/atom, a 1 x 1 x 1 Monkhorst-Pack grid for Brillouin zone k-point
sampling, and an ultrasoft pseudopotential.

After optimizing the geometry of the structure

electronic Density of States (DOS) and band structure were calculated using an energy band
tolerance of 1.0 x 10-5 eV, as well as the same electronic parameters as were used for the geometry
optimization of the structure.

5.3. Results
5.3.1. DFT Modeling

Figure 5.1. Proposed structure for stacked mesophase used in Density Functional Theory
experiments
The structure shows that aromatic stacking does increase the density of states at the Fermi
energy when compared to a single PAH structure that would represent a quantum dot as can be
seen from comparison of DOS for single nano-graphene and three stacked nano-graphenes in
Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2. DOS plot for single nano-graphene versus the DFT model (blue dotted line) with 3.5
Å separation.
In addition, we compared these findings to calculations from literature of single layer
graphene and found our structure to also have a more intense continuous DOS at the Fermi energy
than single layer graphene.

Figure 5.3. DOS plot for DFT model (blue dotted line) with 3.5 Å separation compared to Single
Layer Graphene (black line).
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5.3.2. Characterization
FTIR shows evidence of cyclo-dehydrogenation as sp3 carbons are converted to sp2 carbons
there is evidence of akyl group C-H vibrations at 1400 cm-1 and C-H stretching from hydrogen or
methyl groups attached to aromatics at 2960 cm-1 in A166. After heat treatment, sample A166HT-10 shows vibrations from hydrogens attached to carbons with double bonds at 1100 cm-1, more
C=C bond stretching at 1600 cm-1 and the total absence of hydrogen attached to aromatic rings.
XRD results show heat treatment led to a crystalline structure with ~3.5 Å separation (graphitic ππ stacking) and akyl side chains.

Figure 5.4. Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (a) and X-Ray Diffraction of A166 (b) and
A166-HT-10V(c) in comparison to (d) Asphaltene and TOCP [44].

Optical Microscope images of the samples show A166-HT-10V is much darker than A166
which signifies more layers are present. Samples were spin coated from the same chlorobenzene
solutions used for AFM and STM analysis on to Si wafers with 300 nm oxide layer.
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Figure 5.5. Optical microscope from A166 (left) and A166-HT-10V (right).
AFM images prepared from drop casting solutions on HOPG show that A166-HT-10V is
distributed in ribbons with more self-association in a unidirectional pattern and A166 shows
characteristics of phases without ribbon structures.

Figure 5.6. Atomic Force Microscope images (5 µm x 5 µm) of A166 (left) and A166-HT-10V
(right)
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Figure 5.7. Contact Atomic Force Microscope Images (5 µm x 5 µm) of A166-HT-10V

5.3.3. STS Current Voltage curves: I(V) spectroscopy
Scanning Tunneling Spectroscopy taken on the same samples from +1 Volt to -1 Volt
indicates that the A166-HT-10V has metallic behavior. Compared to the bare HOPG substrate,
A166 was much less conductive and behaves as almost an insulator. These spectroscopic curves
were taken over a wide area and using the sample heat treated asphaltene prepared multiple times
on HOPG substrate by cleaving HOPG and applying the sample again. Measurements were taken
in the same manner as with thin films instead of detailing architecture from on structure or sample
signifying repeatability.
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Figure 5.8. Scanning Tunneling Spectroscopy I-V spectra of bare HOPG and asphaltene covered
graphite surfaces.

5.4. Conclusion
We show that heat treated asphaltene mesophase self assembles from solution into metallic
nanowires due to the alignment of stacked aromatic cores. We show that heat treatment contributes
to a large increase in conductivity in the sample due to the loss of insulating hydrogen groups, the
increase in sp2 hybridization and the stacking of aromatic cores. We used DFT to predict this
behavior and explain the materials conductivity with increasing a continuous density of states at
the Fermi energy. This material shows potential use in nanowires and molecular electronics as we
were also able to use the same method to predict a conductivity greater than single layer graphene.
It represents a class of carbon conductors that rivals carbon nanotubes in part because of its metallic
behavior but also its low cost self-assembly.
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